FLEXIBLY TRIMMED
WITH THE UTMOST
PRECISION.

FLEXIBLE TRIMMING

FRIMO. HIGH TECH AND HIGH PASSION.

MORE THAN JUST CUTTING IT –
TRIMMED TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS.
Precise cuts play an important role in the final quality of premium plastic components. Different geometries, materials,
material combinations, and project requirements, such as
volumes and the production environment, result in many
unique project definitions. Our robot-assisted FlexTrim technologies guarantee the best solution to suit your needs. Both
simple and complex cuts can be precisely achieved, over and
over again.
We provide support right from the start, throughout engineering, prototyping, and the production of your tooling and
equipment. In addition to our standard products, we offer
custom and turn-key solutions that combine and automate
various technologies and processes.
Our technology portfolio covers all of the latest robot-assisted
processes for trimming parts to size and shape. In the
automotive industry, skin weakening in airbag areas has
a safety-related function. Our technologically-leading scoring

processes have been globally proven in production to score
geometries in the correct shape and position with maximum
repeatability.
Our capabilities in scoring, ultrasonic cutting, milling, and
other primary and secondary processes are sure to meet
your needs. With newly developed concepts, we have made it
possible to achieve cuts that were not feasible just a few years
ago. It is particularly important that you get maximum use
out of your equipment and that your machine operators are
able to work in an ergonomically optimal manner, regardless
of production volumes.
Our technology can be found implemented in numerous
industries. Along with the automotive industry, we also have
customers in the sports and recreation, construction, and
packaging industries.

The FRIMO Augmented Reality
App allows you to gain exciting
3D insights into our technologies.
Simply download the app and scan
the images labeled with the app
icon!
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TECHNOLOGY | FLEXIBLE TRIMMING

FRIMO TECHNOLOGIES FOR FLEXIBLE TRIMMING
ENSURE MAXIMUM PRECISION.

Why FRIMO FlexTrim?
Your advantages:
 Robot-assisted trimming solutions for
a broad range of applications
 Maximum precision and repeatability
 Standard machine portfolio with short lead times
 Custom-built solutions
 Combination of multiple technologies in one machine
 Alternative or supplement to punching
 Quick relocation and start-up
 Global technological expertise
(Europe, China, USA, and Mexico)

>15

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

>200
SYSTEMS
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A FLEXIBLE SOLUTION FOR MULTIPLE TRIMMING FUNCTIONS –
WITH FRIMO FLEXTRIM TECHNOLOGIES, THE DECISION IS YOURS.
Our FlexTrim machines are capable of all cutting processes, as well as many
process combinations. This allows them to precisely finish multiple part variations
with different designs and materials, and simple as well as complex geometries.

FRIMO Scoring Machines
 Single-station machines
 Multi-station machines with/without rotary table
 Combination machines with supplementary
contour trimming
 Suitable fixture technology
 2D skin scoring
 3D skin scoring
 Scoring processes – drag blades, release agent
blades, ultrasonic blades, and rotary blades
 Quick change systems for tools/fixtures
 Siemens or Allen Bradley controls

FRIMO Ultrasonic Machines
 Single-station machines
 Multi-station machines with/without rotary table
with workpiece positioner
 Suitable fixture technology
 Substrate/foam weakening for airbags
 Contour trimming
 Siemens or Allen Bradley controls
 Peripheral equipment
(conveyor belts, etc.)
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FRIMO Milling Machines
 Single-station machines
 Multi-station machines with/without rotary table
with workpiece positioner
 Combination systems
 Suitable fixture technology
 Substrate/foam weakening for airbags
 Contour trimming
 Siemens or Allen Bradley controls
 Debris extraction concepts
 Peripheral equipment
(conveyor belts, etc.)

FRIMO Surface Treatment
 Single-station machines
 Multi-station machines with/without rotary table
 Flame treatment
 Plasma treatment
 Suitable fixture technology
 Siemens or Allen Bradley controls
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PERFECTED
TECHNOLOGY
FOR YOUR
SAFETY.

Drag blades

Ultrasonic blades

 Low tool costs

 Excellent separation effect achieved
through high-frequency vibration

 Low processing force needed
 Very good notching effect

 Extremely low processing
force needed
 Minimal wear and tear,
e.g. with TPO foils
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SCORING POINTS IN SAFETY – INVISIBLE
AIRBAG WEAKENING WITH FRIMO FLEXTRIM
SCORING.
Scoring technology is used in the automotive industry for skin weakening in airbag
areas on instrument panels and door panels. Highly-specialized blades and our online tracking are used to score targeted break-through areas that ensure controlled
airbag deployment. Maximum precision and flawless quality are absolute musts.
The material and application determine which of our variety of different blade
systems to use. Our scoring systems are the market's technological leaders

and are available in a variety of designs. We have exclusive process technology
for incorporating release agents to achieve optimal results. Sophisticated error-
prevention concepts, such as online tracking, positioning aids, skin thickness
measurement, blade disposal stations, and poka yoke ensure the highest possible
output of flawless parts.

Why FRIMO FlexTrim Scoring?
Your advantages:
 Highly-precise skin scoring invisible on the
outside for all popular skin materials
 High degree of design freedom
 No thermal damage to skin
 Defined remaining wall thicknesses
in areas with the tightest tolerances
 Maximum repeatability and process reliability
 Continuous process monitoring
 Quality guaranteed by integrated sensors
and camera monitoring system

Release agent
blades
 Optimal separation effect,
material will not reseal/heal
 Absolutely no surface visibility
caused by climate changes or
aging
 Most reliable process for skins over 0.8 mm thick
 Programmable release agent application,
monitored by camera
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Rotary blades
 Developed specifically
for leather scoring
 Rotating circular blade (spindle
with 90° angle, 1,000-10,000
rotations/minute)
 Lower processing force due
to tangential orientation
 Does not leave pressure marks on
delicate materials such as leather

JUST NEED ONE OPERATING STATION? THEN THE FRIMO
SCORING SINGLE-STATION MACHINE IS YOUR BEST BET.

Our FRIMO Scoring Single-Station Machines have an advanced standard design and can be completed with a variety
of options based on the project requirements. The compact
machine design makes it possible to process formed skins

efficiently, while taking up minimal floorspace. Your capital
investments rely on years of steady, reliable serial production.
Customers all over the world trust in our proven scoring
technology.

Why FRIMO Scoring Single-Station
Machines? Your advantages:
 Operated from one side
 Parts loaded on front side of machine
 Machine times of about 75 to 45 seconds
(with turn table)
 Precise Stäubli robot technology
 Patented online tracking for optimal precision
 Detailed scoring documentation possible (traceability)
 Compact dimensions
 Quick relocation with all components on one platform
The FRIMO Augmented Reality App –
exciting 3D views of our technologies!
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WANT TO DOUBLE UP?
TAKE A LOOK AT THE FRIMO SIDE-BY-SIDE DUO.

The SIDE-BY-SIDE DUO is an alternative to the angled twostation machine with operator stations set up next to one
another. This layout requires a bit more floorspace, but for
high volumes, it offers the advantage of being able to place

multiple machines close together without compromising the
operating station's accessibility.

Why FRIMO Scoring SIDE-BY-SIDE DUO?
Your advantages:
 Operated from one side
 Parts loaded on front side of machine
into two operating stations
 Machine times of about 45 seconds
 Precise Stäubli robot technology
 Patented online tracking for optimal precision
 Detailed scoring documentation possible (traceability)
 Compact dimensions
 Quick relocation with all components on one platform
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LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT ANGLE?
THAT'S WHAT THE FRIMO SCORING V-SHAPE DUO IS FOR.

The FRIMO Scoring V-SHAPE DUO is a highly-efficient
production concept, ideal for processing high volumes by
allowing parts to be changed out and scored at the same
time. The angled design and arrangement of the operating

stations around the corner from each other are proven to be
very practical. This compact machine can easily be integrated
into a variety of production layouts.
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MULTI-TASKING ON TWO SIDES?
THE FRIMO SCORING MULTI DUO MAKES ANYTHING POSSIBLE.

With our FRIMO Scoring MULTI DUO production concept,
you can combine two scoring processes in one machine.
By completely separating the two operating stations, this
machine allows parallel production lines to be implemented.

One example of a typical application that uses this design is
thermoformed skins finished with contour trimming after
being scored in an additional integrated step. This is what
flexibility in a tight space looks like!

Why FRIMO FlexTrim Scoring DUO? Your advantages:
 Two-sided operating concept
 Parts loaded into machine in two stations
 Machine times of about 45 seconds
 Patented online tracking for optimal precision
 Detailed scoring documentation possible (traceability)
 High productivity in the tightest spaces
 Quick relocation with all components on one platform
 Two different scoring processes can be used (MULTI DUO)
 Combines skin scoring and edge trimming (MULTI DUO)
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FRIMO SCORING 2D – A COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTION
FOR INNOVATIVE LEATHER SCORING.
Skin scoring is typically a three-dimensional process in which
the blade or milling head is moved perpendicular to the
surface. We offer 2D scoring as a cost-effective alternative,
specifically for the continuously growing market for leather
and artificial leather used on instrument panels. In this process, the skin – before being stitched – is laid on a flat fixture,
secured in place by vacuum, and scored two-dimensionally.
Unlike standard 3D scoring fixtures made of aluminum or
hardened steel, 2D scoring fixtures are universal and can
be used for multiple score patterns. The surface is covered
in millimeter-sized vacuum holes that ensure the material
remains fixed across the entire surface. For different leather/
artificial leather patterns, corresponding templates cover the
vacuum holes that are not needed and precisely position the skin.
One of the challenges with natural leather is that it is not
uniform and can, for example, be more rigid in areas due to
scars from injuries to the skin. Because of this, and also to
avoid creating pressure marks on the skin, a rotating circular
blade is used to gently score the leather.
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Why FRIMO Scoring 2D?
Your advantages:
 Cost-effective
 Optimal solution for scoring delicate materials,
such as leather/artificial leather
 Suitable fixture concepts
 Multiple geometries can be
processed in one machine
 Rotary blades process materials gently

Over the past few years,
we've produced

>150
SCORING SYSTEMS
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CLEAN-CUT.
FLEXIBILITY WITH
ULTRASONICS.

Why FRIMO FlexTrim
Ultrasonic? Your advantages:
 Silent process
 No debris
 Clean edges
 High speed cutting possible
 Reliable FRIMO machine concepts
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LOOKING FOR A CLEAN CUT? KEEP IT TIDY
WITH FRIMO FLEXTRIM ULTRASONIC.
During ultrasonic cutting, a frequency generator causes a very specialized blade
to vibrate. The blade makes thousands of cutting strokes per second, controlled by
the frequency set on the generator (usually 20-40 kHz). The blade and frequency are
matched to your project requirements to help you achieve the best possible cuts.
This process is characterized by how clean, quick, and versatile it is. Maintenance is
almost completely eliminated. Combining the advantages of ultrasonic technology
with our robust, reliable machine technology is an interesting option for many
applications.

WHERE DO ULTRASONICS
MAKE THE CUT?
 Automotive interior and
exterior components

 Packaging materials made of
plastic, cardboard, etc.

 Substrates and foam
(invisible airbag weakening)

 Sheets/films

 Composite materials
 Parts with coated/painted surfaces
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 Mats and textiles
 And much more

FRIMO MILLING
TECHNOLOGY –
FLEXIBLE ALL
AROUND.

CLEARLY DEFINED TARGETS?
HIT THEM WITH FRIMO FLEXTRIM MILLING MACHINES.
With FRIMO FlexTrim Milling Machines, we offer custom
solutions for a variety of cutting applications. Our milling
technology is especially well-suited for processing c omplex
part geometries with defined cutting/milling depths. Many
customers also use our machines to supplement the
punchingprocess or to produce low-volume part variations.

The better the fixture fits your project, the more efficient your
serial production will be.
Debris is a process-related issue for which we offer solutions unique to the market. We even have flexible solutions
for waste removal and transport.

We offer not only proven machine technology, but also sophisticated production concepts, even for high-volume projects.
Sophisticated fixture concepts are the heart of our machines.
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Why FRIMO FlexTrim Milling? Your advantages:
 Very efficient process
 Many possibilities for automation
 Cost-effective alternative to laser cutting or punching
 Defined cutting/milling depths possible
 Good accessibility, even for complex cut geometries
 Cut lines can be modified on short notice
 Flexible production of part variations
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GLOBAL TRANSPORTATION WITHOUT ROADBLOCKS –
FRIMO FLEXTRIM MILLING MACHINES ARE DESIGNED TO
FIT IN A CONTAINER.
Standard machine technology or customized production solutions –
together we will find the best technical and most profitable choice.

Simple loading/unloading for
cost-effective global transport

1

FRIMO MILLING MACHINE

1

CONTAINER
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FLEXTRIM MILLINGFLEXIBLES
| FLEXIBLESCHNEIDEN
TRIMMING

THE HEART OF THE MACHINE:
ADAPTED FIXTURE CONCEPTS
 3D design and robot simulation of reachability
 Parts are positioned with vacuum, clamp frames, and/or down holders
 Part coding in fixture, location on X, Y, and Z axis, barcode scanner
 Waste holder, waste slots
 Quick changes
 Combined RHD/LHD fixtures possible if part data and milling process allow
 Two separate part fixtures can be used per station (opposite each other)

INNOVATION IS IN THE AIR:
FRIMO VACUUM EXTRACTION SYSTEMS
 High-powered for dusty materials, such as PP30LGF
 Ionized air systems for reduced debris adhesion and easier part cleaning
 Vacuum extraction keeps grooves free of debris (substrate/foam weakening),
eliminates additional cleaning cycle, reduces rework, eliminates the need to blow
out the groove later on

LAST BUT NOT LEAST:
EFFECTIVE PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
 Conveyor belt on the right or left side to remove waste, also possible to access
within the machine
 Z conveyor (0°) or Z angled conveyor (90°)
 Simple set-up and maintenance

Why FRIMO FlexTrim Milling Machines? Your advantages:
 Modular machine concept designed
to fit in a container

 Automated bit changes increase
operational availability

 Robust construction with noise-canceling enclosure

 Automatic waste removal systems

 Optimized debris control through
various extraction methods

 Front side with vertical roll-up door or light curtain

 Swiveling fixtures for optimal ergonomics
and part accessibility
 Quick change system
 Empty fixture loading for optimized handling
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 Self-starting system possible
 Expansive peripheral and safety equipment
 Can easily be moved with a standard forklift

WORRIED ABOUT ADHESION?
FRIMO SURFACE TREATMENT ACHIEVES THE BEST MATERIAL BONDS.

Robot-assisted systems are our specialty. Surfaces are, too.
That's why we offer robot-based solutions not only for flexible
trimming, but also for surface treatment.

to ensure optimal adhesion of foams, coatings, or lamination applied afterwards, resulting in impeccable quality and
permanent bonds.

FRIMO flame and plasma treatment machines specifically prepare plastic substrates for the subsequent process.
The treatments increase the surface tension of the parts

Areas of the substrate that should not bond can be shielded
from the gas flame treatment.

Why FRIMO FlexTrim Surface
Treatment? Your advantages:
 Variety of flame treat systems
 Custom feasibility analyses/trials
 Top industrial components are used
 Standard machine technology with
a compact base frame design
 Customized single or multi-station machines
 Optional swiveling individual or combined
fixtures with/without masking
 Can easily be moved with a crane or forklift,
can be designed to fit in a container
 Quick start-up
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QUALITY THROUGH
KNOW-HOW
FOR YOUR
SATISFACTION.

WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU? DISCOVER THE ENDLESS
POSSIBILITIES OUR TECHCENTER HAS TO OFFER.
From pre-development to pre-production, we offer support in
our TechCenter for all of your Flexible Trimming needs. We
provide advice without bias towards any technology to help
you find the best solution. Our TechCenter staff members
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quickly, reliably, and precisely perform basic trials including
documentation from the newest 4K video and 3D microscope
technologies. With our 3D printer, we can create last-minute
contour supports for prototype fixtures.

LOCAL COMPETENCE WITH
THE GLOBAL FRIMO NETWORK
Since FRIMO was founded in 1962, our corporate group has grown to become one of the leading technology suppliers for
production solutions. Today, the FRIMO network consists of international locations in Europe, America, and Asia with a total of
1,500 employees and numerous international representatives.

Locations
 FRIMO Group
 FRIMO Lotte
 FRIMO Sontra
 FRIMO Freilassing
 FRIMO Hamburg
 FRIMO Control Systems
 FRIMO China

Representatives
 FRIMO Hungary
 FRIMO USA
 FRIMO Mexico
 FRIMO Poland
 bo parts Germany
 bo parts USA
 B+R Elektro-Streuerungstechnik

 Brazil
 Czech Republic
 France
 Great Britain
 India
 Italy
 Korea

 Portugal
 Russia
 Scandinavia
 Slovakia
 Spain
 Turkey
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FRIMO. HIGH TECH AND HIGH PASSION.

FULL
DEDICATION
FOR YOUR
SUCCESS.

ONE STOP. ALL SERVICES.

An unparalleled range of technologies
We provide technologyneutral advice:
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We support in every step
of the process:

PU PROCESSING

ENGINEERING

FLEXIBLE TRIMMING

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

PUNCHING

PROTOTYPING

PRESSING/FORMING

TOOLING

THERMOFORMING

MACHINERY

PRESS LAMINATING

AUTOMATION

EDGE FOLDING

SERVICE

JOINING/GLUING

PART PRODUCTION

www.frimo.com
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